
Note: This reference was prepared based on the club’s regular meeting structure. 
 

 
 

Taking on this role improves organization, time management and public speaking skills. 
The Toastmaster is the meeting's director and host. A member typically will not be assigned this role until they are 
thoroughly familiar with the club and its procedures. As Toastmaster, you: 

 Acquire a meeting agenda from your vice president education. 
 Work with the General Evaluator to ensure all club participants know their roles and responsibilities. 
 Introduce speakers during the club meeting, including their speech topic, project title, objectives, delivery 

time, etc. during your introduction. 
 Ensure smooth transitions between speakers during the club meeting. 

 

General script (very flexible, adjust according to timing) 

Introduction:  Good evening <address all district officers formally with TM titles in descending order 
of seniority unless there are more than 3 officers in which we can just shorten it to “District 

Officers”>, fellow toastmasters and friends, welcome to [ _____ Toastmasters Club] ! 

My name is [TME Name] and I am honoured to be your Toastmaster of the Evening. 

<This is the part where each TME has their unique way and style to introduce the 
history of Toastmasters. Highlight anything that is special or of interest. Take this 
opportunity to interact with the audience first to bring the energy up and to warm the 
stage.> 

 

Overview: In our club meeting, there are 3 main parts: 

First, the prepared speech session. 

Second, the table topics session (also known as impromptu speeches, which trains 
you to think on the feet to speak for 1 – 2 minutes) 

Third, the evaluation session, where each speaker will be given feedback on their 
speeches. 

 

Role-players: Next, I am going to introduce some appointment holders tonight. Please keep your 
applause until the end of all their introductions. <lead the applause to guide the 
audience> 

First the grammarian, _________ ; Next the ah counter, _________ ; And our timer, 
_________ ; Last but not least, the general evaluator, _________ 

 

Session 1:  We shall now begin the prepared speeches segment. This is one of the most 
important segments in a normal chapter meeting. 

 For this club’s meeting, we will not have the evaluators give the speech objectives or 
notes. However, we have printed them on the agenda for your reference. Those 
objectives are that which the speakers will be aiming to accomplish in their speeches. 

Our first speaker this evening will be delivering his/her [Project #, Name of Project]. 

The time allocated for this speech is __ – __ minutes. 

The speaker will then be given 30 seconds to end his/her speech before the timer 
indicates that the speaker has gone overtime by ________ 

<you may introduce the speaker on a more personal note here> 

Let’s welcome, [Name] with speech title [Speech Title], [repeat Speech Title], [repeat 
Name]. <lead applause> 

Thank you [Name] for sharing with us. <you may give a brief comment here.> 
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Our second speaker this evening will be delivering his/her [Project #, Name of 
Project]. 

The time allocated for this speech is __ – __ minutes. 

The speaker will then be given 30 seconds to end his/her speech before the timer 
indicates that the speaker has gone overtime by ________ 

<you may introduce the speaker on a more personal note here> 

Let’s welcome, [Name] with speech title [Speech Title], [repeat Speech Title], [repeat 
Name]. <lead applause>  

Thank you [Name] for sharing with us. <you may give a brief comment here.> 

 

... 

 

Our last speaker this evening will be delivering his/her [Project #, Name of Project]. 

The time allocated for this speech is __ – __ minutes. 

The speaker will then be given 30 seconds to end his/her speech before the timer 
indicates that the speaker has gone overtime by ________ 

<you may introduce the speaker on a more personal note here> 

Let’s welcome, [Name] with speech title [Speech Title], [repeat Speech Title], [repeat 
Name]. <lead applause>  

Thank you [Name] for sharing with us. <you may give a brief comment here.> 

 

Break: Now it’s the time for the audience to vote for the speaker you think did best today... 
<tell the audience how to vote and who they can pass their voting slips to> 

We shall now break for __ minutes and please be back at [exact time].  

Timer, please _______ when the break time is up. 

 

Session 2:  Welcome back! 

Now, this is the session where we can get members and guests in the audience to 
participate in giving impromptus speeches: the Table Topics session! 

To conduct this session, may I invite our Table Topics Master to conduct this 
segment? 

Let’s welcome, [Name] ! 

  ... 

Thank you [Name] for this exciting table topics session. <you  may add your brief 
comments here> 

Now it’s the time for the audience to vote for your best table topics speaker.  

<tell the audience how to vote and who they can pass their voting slips to> 

 

Session 3:  We shall now invite the General Evaluator to lead the evaluation session.  

Please help me welcome ______ <lead applause> 

... 

End:  Thank you _______ 

Hope you’ve all had quite the fulfilling meeting. Of course we can’t end without the 
awards session, so for this, may I ask the SAA for the results slip? 

Thank you [SAA Name]. Now may I please call upon the president to the stage to 
hand the gifts to the winners? 

First, the best evaluator award goes to ... <drum roll> ______! 
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The best table topics award goes to ... <drum roll> ______! 

And last but not least! The best speaker award goes to... <drum roll> ______! 

Congratulations to all the winners and thank you to all our guests for your 
enthusiasm. 

It is now the end of my session and I shall now pass the control to the president to 
lead the way for announcements. 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! You’ve just done one of the hardest jobs in the public speaking world. Emceeing. 

 

Now in reference to the Competent Leadership manual, you have several objectives. 

 

TIME MANAGEMENT 

 The Toastmaster was prepared and adhered to the times in the meeting agenda. 

 The Toastmaster ensured that the meeting began and ended on time. 

 The Toastmaster avoided awkward interruptions or gaps in meeting flow by using fluid 
transitions between meeting segments. 

 The Toastmaster’s introductions for speakers were tightly organized and brief. 

 

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 The Toastmaster was prepared with thoughtful, well-planned introductions for each speaker. 

 The Toastmaster ensured that the meeting began and ended on time. 

 The Toastmaster demonstrated careful planning and forethought in the conduct of the meeting 
as a whole. 

 

FACILITATION 

 The Toastmaster ensured that all meeting roles were filled. 

 The Toastmaster ensured that each meeting segment stayed within the prescribed time limit. 

 The meeting began and ended on time. 

 

MOTIVATION 

 The Toastmaster used motivation techniques tailored to specific members to encourage these 
members to fill meeting roles. 

 The Toastmaster motivated the General Evaluator to contact the evaluation team and prepare 
them for their responsibilities at the club meeting. 

 The Toastmaster ensured that the Topicsmaster had the information he or she needed to call on 
members at the meeting who did not have a speaking role.  

 The Toastmaster led the applause during the meeting. 

 

TEAM BUILDING 

 The Toastmaster demonstrated reliability to all who held meeting roles. 

 The Toastmaster worked with team members to identify skills, work around any skill gaps, 
and help each member do his or her best. 

 The Toastmaster expressly conveyed the team’s expected standards. 

 

 


